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Published on November 19, 2020 When you want to improve your workflow, you need to have the right computer. And one of the most interesting computers out there is the macbook. This sleek transportable computer allows you to work anywhere at any time and provide a lot of functionality to their users. But sometimes, that's not enough. In so many cases, you are looking for
more. While you can go for some productivity applications, there are actually plenty of macbook accessories that will make your life easier in many ways. This additional accessory will allow your macbook to charge faster, hold more data, or keep it safe and protected as you travel. Beyond that, there are various accessories to choose from because many companies have jumped
into bandwagon supplies to macbook users. Below we have listed some of the largest macbook accessories that will benefit your computer. What Makes a Big Macbook Accessory? Before getting into the list, we want to go over the criteria for what makes for great macbook accessories. The things we have chosen from this list will have the following criteria: Affordable prices -
Self-accessories shouldn't break the bank compared to macbook's huge initial investment. Reliability – All of these accessories are practical in a variety of situations, however, they also have additional features that make it useful in some situations beyond their clear functionality. Compact - Workflows are also about space in most instances. Therefore, anything too big doesn't help
much. These accessories are either large for purpose - for the storage of other items - or nice and compact so they won't get in the way. USB Drive To Store Files Quickly Without Accessing the Cloud Meanwhile, you can always access the Cloud at any time, sometimes accessibility can be complicated or requires time. Instead of trying to access files that way, getting a USB flash
drive can save a lot of time. Especially if your work involves preparing a presentation. SanDisk Ultra Dual Drive is fantastic because it offers USB-C and USB-A connectors allowing you to install almost any device and transfer files and more between computers. Also, USB drives have several hundred gigalites today making them a solid storage device. Buy SanDisk Ultra Dual
Drive here. More Compact Chargers Than charger default ChargeYour included with your MacBook are a good option for chargers, but today the charger can offer more. This can help you speed up your workflow because you can charge other devices or use chargers for other uses outside of the charging. In the case of a charger PowerPort, it's more compact than the default
charger. It also offers another USB-C connector that allows you to quickly charge other tools. Buy Anker PowerPort charger here. Port Adapter For Those With Multiple ApprenticesOne Hard restrictions with macbook is that it only has two USB-C ports. This can be managed for people with fewer tools but You're the type that has some, it can interfere with your workflow if you need
a specific device and you can't charge it or access it. In these circumstances, the harbour adapter from Satechi can help. It offers multiple USB-C ports that allow you to use multiple devices. This can also help in organizing a cord that we know can interfere with the work. If the USB-C port is insufficient, it also comes with an SD card reader and an ethnet cable port as well. Buy
Satechi Multi-Port Adaptitioner here. Uninterruptive OR Cumbersome USB Cable To UseThe USB-C cable that comes with Macbooks is small and used to connect to external monitors. By adding longer to them, you can have better cable management. One option we found ideal is the Nomad Kevlar cable that offers enough length to do what you want while giving you more room
to work with. Buy Nomad Kevlar USB-Cable here. Screen Cleanup Of Your Laptop To See What You DoDust, particles and splotches are expected on the laptop screen after a while. Although you can work around this, sometimes they can obscure your vision at times. The same can be used on all devices today. The only problem with many solutions on the market is that they can
spoil the screen. Fortunately, we found screen cleaning solutions that do not harm the screen. ScreenDr's professional screen cleaning kit comes with a safe spray for screen and antimicrobial microfiber fabric to ensure you make the most of the spray. Buy ScreenDr Professional Screen Cleaning Kit here. Card Readers Who Speed Up Photo Transfer Time You find a self-card
reader for your job, getting a device designed for photo transfer and reading is important. One of the best macbook accessories in this category we find is Vanja card reader. This can read SD and MicroSD cards while transferring pictures to the computer easily thanks to a selection of USB-C and USB 2.0 ports. It's also small making it easy to carry and cheap to buy makes it a
great option to take if you're dealing with a lot of pictures. Buy Vandal Card Reader here. Protective arms To Protect Your Laptop From HarmFor those who travel the last thing you want is your laptop to be damaged for whatever reason. Although you are unlikely to drop it as often as your phone is, have an arm for a laptop that can save you time. One arm we found interesting was
the Arm of the Native Union. They are made of tear-resistant material with pure skin acne. The interior is soft and prevents scratches from your laptop. It also offers a pocket area where can store cables and other macbook accessories easily. Buy the original Unity riba computer arm here. Train Charging For GoFor people who are always driving around, car charging is always a
useful tool to have when you're on your way. The one from Anker was helpful in some way. Not only can it charge your macbook, but it also has additional ports to charge your phone if needed. It is not the fastest charger out there when compared to the Macbook Pro adapter but it is the highest in the market with 30 watt output power. By comparison, the second fastest charging
connector offers output of 18 watts. In addition, the charger has a LED ring illuminated for you to see it and connectors late at night. It also has functions that ensure the device does not suffer a surge or overheat from the charger itself. Buy Anker PowerDrive car charger here. USB-C for USB-A Access Grant Adaption to your old macbook Old Model still works but has the files you
want that you don't back up that you want this to make it easier to access them. It also allows you to access devices that have USB-A slots only. This can save you a lot of time if you move between older and newer devices. Buy Thunderbolt Adaper here. Hardshell's case For Extra ProtectionA arm is good for the trip, but when you use it, having an extra layer of protection can be
good. Beyond that this hardshell case can also serve as an extra protection from scratches and bruises as well. Buy Hardshell Case Texture Incase here. Alternative Arms For Those With Tighter Budgets But Want Your Protection To find a suitable laptop arm but don't want to spend too much, the AmazonBasics brand is a good alternative. Their arms are elegant and still offer
good protection from scratch as well. It also has some pockets for small needs as well. Buy AmazonBasics laptop arm here. The Hub That Accommodates Several Ports in OnceWe', has mentioned a port before becoming a huge time saver thanks to it having multiple ports for different devices. This one is a great alternative because although it doesn't offer as many USB-C ports,
it offers more variety. Paired with the same color design as MacBook Air, it offers two USB-C connectors, two USB 3.0 ports, HDMI and SD ports and a microSD card reader. Buy Satechi Type C Pro Hub here. Earbuds To Deal With Fewer CordsCords Headphones is a common problem when increasing productivity at the table and one way to reduce it is by going wireless. If you
think about that, one option to consider is earbuds Soundcore. This is cheaper than traditional AirPods from Apple that can save you money. Furthermore, they convey great sounds and connected through Bluetooth. The beauty of this ear is that they can also cancel the sound even if they are so compact. They also offer touch controls that allow you to pause, play, skip music
answering the call. Buy Soundcore Wireless EarPhones here. Desktop Stand To Save Space Table space is another important part of productivity because things can get in the way and hinder your work. In cases where you do not need your laptop at this time, having a stand where you can set aside it can help. In those situations, we recommend the Arc Twelve South Books.
This messy Macbook accessory can save a ton of space as it requires you to close usury computer to put into the establishment. It also keeps it high from the surface that can protect it from spillsBuy Twelve South BookArc desktop stands here. A Simple And Easy to Use Mouse For Faster Work SpeedThe last macbook accessory we're going to talk about is the correct mouse.
Logitech offers great mice and their Logitech MX Master 3 is one of the largest wayarles mouse out there. It is an ergonomic design, a customized box and the right movement is great. It is also equipped with a styling wheel to arrange precisely. Battery power can last for months between charges and like all Logitech devices, it comes with a USB-C connector for charging. Buy
Logitech MX Master 3 Mouse Without a Wheel here. Bottom LineThere is a lot of macbook accessories out there to improve your work flow. Taking the time to research and invest in some of the best will save you a lot of time, money and energy over the long term. At the same time, all these accessories can help you with special needs for anything you do. Photo credit: Viktor
Ritsvall via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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